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ABSTRACT: 

 

BACKGROUND:  

During exercise we release a lot of hormones and neurotransmitters. Dopamine is one among 

the hormones which is released in several parts of the mid brain during exercise. It is said that 

exercise can help to avoid many diseases and even cancer.. In 2020 the number of cases 

diagnosed were 104,610 all around the world .In this study we analysed the role of 

endogenous dopamine replica over gene expression of Apoptotic and tumor suppressor gene 

against colon cancer prevention. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS:        

Human colon cancer cell line (HT -29) was brought from NCCS, Pune, India. Cell viability 

test and Gene expression analysis were carried out for apoptotic and tumor suppressor gene 

using MTT and PCR respectively. The results were analyzed using appropriate statistical 

tools using ANOVA and Duncan’s test.  

 RESULTS :  

Bcl-2(B-cell lymphoma 2) RNA gene expression was reduced on induction in dosage of 

dopamine in a significant variation in comparison to control as Bcl-2 which is an anti-

apoptotic gene. The second gene, Bcl-xl RNA gene expression was reduced on induction in 

dosage of dopamine in a significant variation in comparison to control as Bcl-xl is an anti-

apoptotic gene. P53(tumour protein 53) RNA gene expression was increased on induction in 

dosage of dopamine in a significant difference in comparison to control as P53 is a tumour 

suppressor gene. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

In the present it was observed that the selected cell variables Bcl-2, Bcl-xl and P53  showed 

significant results on induction of dopamine in colon cancer cells (HT-29) thus we conclude 

that dopamine may have anti-apoptotic effects in colon cancer prevention. Since this study 

shows a basic idea on what dopamine can do in these genes, 

  

KEYWORDS: exercise; colon cancer; HT-29 CELLS; Bcl-2; Bcl-xl; P53; Innovative 

technique 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Health is not only about keeping us away from disease but it's about the well-being of one's 

Physical, mental, and social well-being. By keeping yourself in a physiologic state of well-

being which allows us to meet the demands of daily living. Moreover, exercising has 

attracted increased interest in rehabilitation of not only oncological patients but also the lives 

of normal individuals during and after the year 2020. During exercise we release a lot of 

hormones such as Endorphins, these hormones that interact with the receptors in your brain to 

reduce endorphins that are released. Endorphins also trigger a happy feeling within your body 

https://www.webmd.com/brain/picture-of-the-brain
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that is accompanied by a more positive outlook on your day today. One such endorphins that 

are released is dopamine. 

 

The hypothalamus releases dopamine, which is one of the endorphins. Its activity as a 

hormone inhibits the production of prolactin from the pituitary's anterior lobe. It has an effect 

on the sympathetic nervous system (1). Dopamine induction causes a rise in heart rate and 

blood pressure.. Dopamine is also important in the treatment of brain diseases (2). 

Parkinson's disease and dopa-responsive dystonia are the results. Cancer has invaded the 

lives of many individuals in the world and millions of cases were recorded in the past decade. 

Cancer occurs when the cells divide uncontrollably due to mutations caused by external 

factors. Cancer is a type of aberrant cell growth that tends to spread uncontrollably and, in 

some situations, metastasize. 3. The previous research experience 4 5,6 5789108,101112 13  have led 

us to concentrate on the study. 

 

Everyone can get cancer depending on their lifestyle or by any case of family history of 

cancer. Any imbalance in the  function of  DNA repair genes, oncogenes, tumour suppressor 

gene and apoptotic gene will lead to cancer. Colon carcinoma is the second most common 

cause of death from cancer14. Any mutations in MSH2,MSH6 both on chromosome 2 and 

MLH1  on chromosome 3 will lead to colon cancer15. Studies at molecular levels were 

performed by our team of researches which insisted us to proceed this study 16–

23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31–35 The aim of the study is to analyse the protective role in exercise 

induced dopamine in colon cancer prevention. 

Materials and Methods 

 

Procedure 

Cell line centre, Pune, India, provided the human colon cancer cell line HT29. Tissues were 

cultured in RPMI media with 10% foetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 g/ml 

streptomycin at 37 degrees Celsius and 5% CO2.The MTT test was used to measure cell 

growth. (HT-29) tissues were sown in 96-well plates with 5x104/200l and grown overnight. 

Six duplicate wells were used in each treatment. All of the tissues were then grown for 

another 48 hours. The experiment was carried out three times. The MTT absorbance in 

negative control tissues was employed as a 0 percent cell inhibition measurement. The 

expression status of m RNA was analysed by Polymerase chain reaction for identifying the 

fold change of BCL2, BCL-XL and P53 m RNA expression over control samples. One-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Duncan's multiple range test were used to determine the 

significance of the results, with significance set at 0.05. 

RESULT: 

Dopamine was found to reduce the abnormal proliferation of cells. (Figure 1) (Table 1). 

Effect of dopamine on Bcl-2  mRNA expression on the HT-29 cancer cells found to have 

reduction in m RNA expression of Bcl2 in different doses of dopamine. (Figure 2). There was 

https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/tdb5
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/5UK3M
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/WchI8+Kv7ml
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/WchI8
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/WchI8
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/jyCk8
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/jyCk8
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/LF010
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/LF010
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/O9kSX
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/O9kSX
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/J6dy3
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/7P4A
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/6cNI
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/rfz1D+cWPtM+CzCiw+vMjkr+zdd1a+8xqxd+Npf3I+Cl7pC
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/rfz1D+cWPtM+CzCiw+vMjkr+zdd1a+8xqxd+Npf3I+Cl7pC
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/fInMI
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/FxDtt
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/VHg9m
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/17k1o+P9OFR
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/zrZG8
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/HizWM
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/YYmns+EhbQv+mgVyV+x1jqM+vDrsP
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significant reduction in expression of Bcl-xl in comparison to untreated group. (Figure 3). 

The P53 expression was found to be increased significantly on administration of dopamine. 

(Figure 4) 

 

Table1: Assessment of Cell Viability 

 

Dopamine Concentration (μM)       Cell viability (%) 

             0             100 

           100              78 

           200              50 

           400              40 

 

 

 
Fig 1: Effect of dopamine on cell viability in HT-29 cells. 

 

 
Fig 2 : Effect of dopamine on Bcl-2 mRNA expression in HT-29 cells. 
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Fig 3: Effect of dopamine on Bcl-xl mRNA expression in HT-29 cells. 

 
Fig 4: Effect of dopamine on p53mRNA expression in HT-29 cells. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The effect of dopamine on cell viability in HT-29 cells was shown to be significantly reduced 

when the concentration of dopamine was increased in this investigation. A similar trend was 

found with Bcl-xl gene expression, which decreased significantly as dopamine concentration 

increased.As P53 is a tumor suppressor gene it showed a significant increase in induction of 

dopamine. The selected cell variables of dopamine showed positive effects in colon cancer 

prevention. 

 

v.36.This following positive result for the mRNA expression of Bcl-2 is supported  In a recent 

article made by distelhorst in the year 2019 stated various new therapeutic methods to treat 

cancer.37. Apart from the secretions of hormones in our body, In a recent research made a 

study on mRNA expression of Bcl-2 on colon cancer used the alkaloid38. Bcl-xl was 

considered  one of the  antiapoptotic  protein that was overactivated in colon cancer. in a 

study supporting the results of antiapoptotic property expressed in this study also concluded 

that targeting of BCL-XL is efficient and was safe when trialed on preclinical CRC 

https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/5OwP
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/S7gZ
https://paperpile.com/c/Xgyo47/y3ll
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models39.In the present study it was evident that if Bcl-xl had expressed its anti apoptotic 

property on HT-29 cells but in a study made by trisciuoglio in 2017 stated that on 

overexpression of Bcl -xl may lead to progression in tumor growth40. 

 

.In our present study it showed a positive result in the mRNA gene expression of P53 as it is 

a tumor suppressor gene when exposed to dopamine it increases in expression hence it helps 

to inhibit  colon cancer. In  a study p53 was studied , whether it had anticancer effects on 

breast cancer, they concluded , they found that it had established roles in stimulating cell-

cycle arrest and apoptosis and also control of metabolic function41. An integral analysis was 

made in order to find whether there is a better prognosis for patients with colon cancer and it 

was concluded that in the absence of p53 or tp53 patients did not show better prognosis in 

colon cancer42. In a study it showed that Patients with mutant p53 genes are often resistant to 

current therapies, conferring poor prognosis in colon cancer.43. Limitations of this study 

included less sample size  hence we cannot conclude and large scale research on this study 

can be conducted to make the results more evident. 

 .   

CONCLUSION: 

The study concludes that there is a protective role of exercise induced dopamine in colon 

cancer prevention through apoptotic signaling mechanism since gene expression of Bcl-2 and 

Bcl-xl is reduced since they both had anti-apoptotic gene function and p53 expression is 

increased since it is a tumour suppressor gene hence we conclude that dopamine may have a 

protective role in colon cancer prevention.  
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